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Effect of relaxation on self-induced transparency
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We derive an equation of motion of the Bloch-vector tipping angle and the area theorem in the presence of
relaxation. We derive relaxation-dependent shifts in the equilibrium n m areas. Part of these shifts depends

on a weighted time integral of the sine of the area, and hence these shifts remove the propagation

degeneracy of pulses having equal areas but different shapes.

In self-induced transparency' (SIT) studies,
special attempts were taken to minimize the prob-
ability of SIT being confused with incoherent sat-
uration, since the nonlinear transmission in SIT
could be interpreted as a "hole-burning" or
bleaching effect, where the absorption profile is
completely saturated by the leading edge of the
pulse. ' In. fact a clear-cut demonstration of SIT
was not achieved until gaseous absorbers were
investigated. ' Specific studies of phase relaxation
of propagation were carried out experimentally and
theoretically. ' ' The effect of a phase relaxation time
T, on SIT was investigated by warming a ruby sample
and studying the transmission in it as a function of
temperature. ' Theoretically, a computer simula-
tion of the ruby SIT experiment of Ref. 4 was
carried out, where the value of the phase-memory
time is the order of the pulse length. The numeri-
cal and experimental results4 showed that the
transmission and pulse delay are reduced parti-
cularly for near m pulses. The reduction is con-
siderably less for pulses with areas greater than
2~. Also, a computer simulation of the mercury
SIT experiment was carried out with pulse widths
as large as 1IY/0 of the relaxation widths. '

Here we study the effect of relaxation on SIT by
deriving an equation for the Bloch-vector tipping
angle and the area theorem when the relaxation
widths are not negligible in comparison with the
duration of the pulses. The limit where the pulse
duration is much shorter than the relaxation
times was treated previously. " In this limit an
atom undergoes practically no damping during its
short interaction with the pulse, and the system
can be described by the undamped Bloch equa-
tions. Higher corrections, the order of y, and y„
to the undamped system were given analytically
by McCall and Hahn. ' On the other hand, the
rate-equation time limit of the interaction was
developed when the relaxation is very large, and
a solution was presented in terms of a time-vary-

—+y u= -~v
dt

dv—+y v=au+ p.Su
dt

de—+y n = —pSv —y
dt 1 ~ (3)

where 4= co -~, is the detuning, ~, is the transi-
tion frequency, S(t) is the amplitude of the elec-
tric field 8 defined by E=8(t)cosa&t, u and v are
the dipole dispersive and absorptive components,
sv is the inversion, p, is the dipole moment in units
of I, and y, = T,' and y, = T,' are the atomic-energy
and phase-relaxation widths, respectively.

To solve Eqs. (1)-(3), we first introduce new

variables defined by u=u exp(-y, t), v= v exp(-y, t),
and w=zvexp(-y, t). Then, Eqs. (1)-(3)become

dB
dt

(4)

—=+0+ p&v~

de = pSv-y e ~ +(y -y )zo.1 2 1 (6)

ing transmittance. ' The present work extends these
studies by deriving the equation of xg.otion of the
Bloch-vector tipping angle without assuming small
damping. Thps equation includes the sum of the
infinite-order corrections in the relaxation widths.
Moreover, in the present treatment, we derive
an area theorem in the presence of relaxation.
The relaxation causes shifts in the equilibrium
nm areas, which depend on the relaxation-weighted
time-integrated sine of the area. These shifts re-
move the propagation degeneracy of pulses having

equal areas but different shapes. Also, the pres-
ent study shows as expected that pulses having lar-
ger areas are less affected by relaxation than pul-
ses having smaller areas and comparable duration.

With damping, the optical Bloch equations are'
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When 4= 0 (i.e. , the field is exactly tuned}, Eq.
(4) reduces to dP/dt = 0. The most common initial
condition, in which all atoms are in their ground
states, leads to u(t, t), = 0) = 0 for all time. The
on-resonance equations for H and m can be easily
rewritten in terms of the Bloch-vector tipping
angle 8(t) = p, J ' 8 (t) dt as

dv—=K
d8

dw y e"2' (y —y )w

(7)

(8)

We solve Eqs. (7) and (8) for the case where y, —y,
is small compared with y, and y, and with no re-
striction on the magnitudes of y, and y, . 'To first-
order, we neglect the term proportional to
(y, —y, ), use the method of variation of param-
eters, and obtain

88= -E(O) (cocos

+ [-1+E(~c)]f(t),

[yge 2 —('Y2 -yg) w()]

cxo(s-88)d 8)

(14)

Maxwell-Schrodinger equations which describe
the interaction of light with two-level resonant
atoms in a nonlinear absorber. More recently,
new attempts" were taken to generate solutions
of the ideal system without the factorization as-
sumption using a perturbation scheme in the pa-
rameter t), /&u, Analyticity was only achieved up
to O[h/&u]' and up to this order the absorption
components factorize. Here, we use the factoriza-
tion assumption and write v(t; 6) = v(t; 0)E(A),
where E(b,) is the dipole spectral response func-
tion. Then it follows from Eq. (6) and the condi-
tion w(-~) = -1 that,

&=8,= -sin8 —y, e"2' sin(8 —8')dt', (9) where

zg = go= -cos8 —y 1
e"2' cos(8- 8') dt'. (10) f(t) = ~ e"2' —(y, —y, ) wodt'+ 1 -~

~00 .y2
(15)

P = -szn8— [y,e""'-(y, y, )w, ]—

To obtain a correction to Eqs. (9) and (10), we
substitute for w from Eq. (10) into Eq. (8) and ob-
tain

(16)

We can now derive an equation for the Bloch-
vector tppping angle by eliminating u from Eqs.
(4) and (5). The result is

f, ds)2

f [I-E(&)]f(t)

xsin(8 —8') dt'.

I.et us compare the present solution with the
perturbativq results of McCall and Hahn. For
small relaxation, I, can be replaced by -cos8
and the exponential can be replaced by 1 in Eq.
(11). The result is

or

f 8

8+ —8=
~ sin8+ [y,e"" —(y, y, )w,]-

x sic(8 —8') dc'), (17)

8= -sin8- [y, + (y, —y, ) cos(8')]
mOO

xsin(8 —8') dt' . (12)

Integrating Eq. (12}by parts and taking the lower-
limit zero in evaluating the integrated terms gives

H = -sin8 —y pS(t') t' cos(8 —8') dt'

+ (y, —y, ) p, S(t') t' cos(8- 28') dt', (13)

in agreement with the solutions of McCall and
8ahn. '

It may be reasonable to assume that the off-
resonance dipoles respond to the field in the same
way as the resonant dipoles but perhaps with a de-
tuning-dependent reduction in amplitude. " This
factorization assumption leads ig the absence of
relaxation to analytical solutions of the coupled

where r '= 6'E(h)/[I- E(&)] is the pulse width.
We first note that in the absence of relaxation

(i.e. , y, =y, .=0), Eq. (17) reduces to the previously
derived pendulum equation 8=7 'sin8. Since 8
and 8 vanish at t=a~, the pendulum equation im-
plies a nonoscillatory pendulum which is balanced
vertically in the infinite past and swings 360' to
end up balanced in the infinite future. This solu-
tion corresponds to the well-known SIT hyperbolic
secant pulse.

The presence of relaxation modifies thepen-
dulum equation radically. It introduces time in-
tegrals, which make the equation of motion a dif-
ferential-integral equation. One of the integral
contributions is excited by the relaxation width
y„while the other contribution is excited by the
difference y, -y, . We now discuss qualitatively
the relaxation effects.

The first contribution is f8/f, which introduces
damping into the equation of motion. The second
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x [ ysind —nd nnsn+ nds"']-) . (18)

contribution is a relaxation-dependent restoring
force r 'f '(y„y„t)sin8. The third contribution
is proportional to the energy-changing relaxation
width y„and it involves a time integrated
sin(8 —8'} weighted with a relaxation-dependent
function. 'The time-integrated contribution is an
accumulative effect which introduces dependence
on the details of the pulse shape. This term re-
moves the response degeneracy of pulses having
equal areas but different shapes. Note that Eq.
(17}ceases to be a pendulum equation as predicted
in the ideal systems where relaxation vanishes.
The last contribution is proportional to y, —y, and
thus vanishes in the case of equal decay widths.
Since this term comes from a term which is pro-
portional to so„ the angular distribution of this
term is different from the third contribution. In
the limit of small relaxation, this term leads to
the second integral contribution in Eq. (14) whose
integrand depends on cos(8 —28').

Let us consider the importance of the integral
contribution excited by the relaxation of the' sys-
tem as a function of the area of the pulse. Let us
take y, =y, =y, for simplicity. Integrating by parts
twice the integral in Eq. (17) and assuming that h

is small, we obtain

~~ q e'Yt
6)+ y8 =, sin8+T' ~2g2+ y2

9 8
2 K—+ —I'kc+k g t, g

~z 2 Bct

= 2~t 2zd v(t, ~; ~')g(&')«', (»)

where

gP cog 1
(g( ) ~ (gd t(d)2+ ~2 (20)

is an inhomogeneous line-shape detuning function
defined as the fraction of dipoles mithin the
detuning interval dA' and col is the inhomogeneous
half width at half maximum of g(a'). Substituting
for v(t, 6) into Eq. (19) yields

Equation (18) shows that the integral contribution
is smaller for pulses having large area (ph is
large) than that for pulses having smaller areas
and comparable widths. 'This result is physically
equivalent to the following statement: in the prop-
agation of equal area pulses, pulses of shorter
widths are least affected by relaxation.

In order to study propagation effects, we con-
sider the in-quadrature Maxwell equation ip. the
presence of damping; that is,

8 1 k 8

Bz 2 c et E( ) n( d) ndn(sinn+ [y,s"*'—(y, —y, )sy, ] '
( s-n)2d )S2

aOO

(21)

dE p,+rE= —,e~2' sine+x' tr, e""' (r. r, ) J-~-

where

xsin(S —2')di'), (22)

ruc
2(K/V —k/c) '

1 ~I Bed
X' u, (IC/V- a/c)

(a') g(a') de'.
(23)

Comparing Eqs. (17) and (22), we find that they
are equivalent provided that X~= ]d,r2fe "a' and

f/f = 1'.
Because of the presence of a damping time

Defining a local-time coordinate $ =t z/V, where-
V is the constant-pulse velocity, we rewrite Eq.
(21) as

T =y ', which may be longer than the observation
time t-t„ the McCall-Hahn area theorem derived
in what is called the "modern" case will not be
applicable. In the "modern" case, one considers
free-oscillation times t-to so short [t-t,)«T]
that none of the dipole transients mill be da, mped
out. However, because of the dipole dephasing
due to inhomogeneous broadenings, the macro-
scopic polarization will be completely damped out
if the observation time is much longer than the in-
homogeneous lifetime T*. The inhomogeneous
lifetime T* is implied by the finite width of g(h'),
Eq. (20), and defined in terms of its maximum:
T*=wg(4') = &u, '. Some progress can be achieved
analytically in the case of moderate damping
times, that is, damping times that are compara-
ble with the observation time. In this case, we
use a perturbation scheme in deriving the area
theorem. To first order, the "modern" case is
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xsin(A A')At'). -

(25)

Now we consider the effect of the dissipative
feature of the system on the propagation of nm

pulses. Consider y, =y, =y. When A(t„z)=n7(',
Eq. (25) becomes

dA

dz
+ I'A=(-I}"c(e"'o y e"' sin A' dt', (26)

which indicates that n~ areas are no longer equili-
brium areas due to relaxation. The relaxation
destroys that in two ways. The first one is through
a simple exponential decay of the area due to ab-
sorption or scattering of the pulse as it travels
through the medium. This process is described
by the term I'A in Eq. (26). Relaxation affects nv
pulses in a more detailed way too. This detailed
dependence is aperiodic since it involves sine of
the area, and therefore the sign of the effect de-
pends on n as shown in Eq. (26). Note that it also
depends on the previous history of the pulse
through its dependence on the time-integrated
area. Since dt' can be written as dA'/ph, the
time-integrated area is then weighted by the field
amplitude and the relaxation evolution exp(yt).
This of course removes the degeneracy of pulses
having equal areas but having different time dis-

tributionss.

When 8«w Eq. (19) reduces to the linear system

0 (te
—+ i'+ tt ) ttA

x ey(t ~ t) +@(tt) dt t-
aOO

assumed to apply. Therefore, integrating Eq. (19)
up to times large enough for the pulse to die out,
one obtains

(t„e)+ I A(t„~)= ~v(t„~;0),
dA

where to is a time when the pulse has died out; a
=(m'Nhp, 'k'/K)g(0) and A(t, z) and I" replace 8(t, z}
and &~kc, respectively. In the absence of damp-
ing v(t„z;0) is given by —sinA(t, ). The next ap-
proximation in the presence of damping is in-
cluded by introducing the effect of damping on
v(t„z;0) through a correction to -sinA(t, ). This
correction is given by Eq. (11). Substituting for
v into Eq. (24), we obtain

dA—+ I'A=-o.'e~2~O sinA+ o[y, e"2~' —(y —y )nt ]

Equation (27) is consistent with linearizing the
system (1)-(3) in the weak-field case by substitut-
ing -1 for w in Eq. (2). This result, Eq. (27) when
1" is neglected, agrees with the study carried out
by Crisp" on propagation of small areas.

In the absence of relaxation, A=A, =4 tan '
x [exp(g/v)] and the equilibrium areas are nv,
where n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . The areas corresponding
to even values of n are stable while those corre-
sponding to odd values of n are unstable. For
small y, A = 4 tan '[exp($/r)]+ 6A and the equili-
brium areas are given by nr+e, where 5A and e
are small. It follows from Eq. (25) that

e=( 1) 'I'nmc( 'e"'o+y$, (28)

I= ' e"'sin Ao dt'

e~O~ 7'

-4r gyy(1 g2)(1+g2) 2dg . (29)

+ 1 A = -ae "'o sinA+

x ( ysinA+ ttAnnsA- S-Ae"' )) .

(30)

Equation (30) shows that, for comparable dura-
tions, pulses having large areas (i.e. , large p. S}
contribute less to the time-integrated term in Eq.
(25). Therefore, pulses having large areas are
affected less by the relaxation of the system. This
conclusion is in agreement with the computer si-
mulation of the mercury experiment where the
maximum transmission is least shifted for larger
areas. ' The experiment also seems to indicate
this behavior. Physically, this effect is equi-
valent to saying that in the case of equal areas
shorter pulses are less affected by relaxation
than longer pulses. Moreover, large-area pulses
imply stimulated emission and absorption of many
photons during the duration of the pulse, and

The'sign of the first term in Eq. (28) depends on
n, while its magnitude is independent of the pulse
shape. Thus, this term tends to increase equili-
brium areas (corresponding to even values of n).
The second shift in the equilibrium location yI is
only a function of ry and t,/r and it is independent
of n. Moreover, it is always positive and hence
tends to increase the location of the equilibrium
points.

I,et us now examine the effect of relaxation on
the propagation of general area pulseg. Integrating
by parts twice the integral in Eq. (25) when y, = y,
=y, and neglecting 8, we obtain
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therefore for a given yt„one can conclude, as in-
dicated by the above equations, that large-area
pulses are affected less by decay than small-area
pulses where stimulated emission and absorption
are smaller.

In conclusion, we have derived equations of mo-
tion for the Bloch-vector tipping angle and the
area theorem in the presence of relaxation. These
equations involve relaxation-weighted time-inte-
grated sine and cosine of the area of the pulses
which remove the propagation degeneracy of

pulses having equal areas but different shapes.
Shifts in the n~ equilibrium areas are calculated
which depend on the above time-integration effect.
It is also found that for comparable durations
pulses having large areas are affected less by the
relaxation of the system than pulses having small
areal.
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